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ECONOMY

Figure 2: Key indicators

• Source: OECD Greece Economic Snapshot, 

ELSTAT

The Greek economy in 2022 grew faster than expected, benefiting

from buoyant tourism receipts and a rebound in domestic demand,

albeit geopolitical risks, and inflationary pressures. It is foreseen

that same momentum will continue in 2023 supported by EU’s

funding, under the framework of the Recovery and Resilience Plan,

and the anticipated increase of tourism and investment revenues.

However the next election will be held during second quarter of

2023, and the election risk is a challenge for the course of Greek

economy.

Greece this year is forecasting to achieve a small primary surplus

of 0.7% of GDP and sees its debt shrinking to 159% of GDP. The

economy is expected to grow at 1.6% in 2023 following an

estimated GDP growth of 5.6% in 2022. The unemployment rate fell

to 12.70% in 2022, at a 12-Year Low, and a further reduction is

forecasted for 2023. The country is expected to return to

investment grade in 2023, which will mark the final step toward

economic recovery.
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Figure 1: 10 years Greek bond yields
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Inflation remained below but very close to a double-digit number

during 2022 and is expected to decelerate significantly in 2023 and

slow to 5% in the second quarter of the year. With the gradual

return to normality, consumption of goods and services increased

as well as the investment in existing or new properties.

The overall demand for loans increased driven mainly by financing

needs for fixed investment and working capital. The weighted

average interest rate on new loans to households and non-financial

corporations increased by 17 bps to 5.06% and on outstanding

amounts of loans by 44 bps points to 5.02%..

There continues to be important progress in reducing NPL’s, with

the domestic NPL ratio falling to 9.7% in the third quarter of 2022,

driven by securitization transactions under the Hellenic Asset

Protection Scheme and on secondary market loan sales. At end-

September 2022, NPLs stood at €14.6 bln, down by € 94.1 bln

from March 2016 peak. The ratio of NPLs to total loans for the

whole banking system, although declining, remains significantly

above the euro area average.

States Government bond yields have stabilized in recent months,

after rising steeply in 2022 in line with global trends. In January

2023, Greece issued a €3.5 billion bond at a yield of 4.27%, 165

bps above the average euro swap (2.63%). Demand exceeded

€21.9 bln and was one of the highest ever collected by a Greek

title.

Greece has embarked on an ambitious digital transformation of its

public sector to make it more effective, sustainable, proactive and

people-centred.

However, under the current global economic uncertainty,

geopolitical tensions and upcoming legislative elections, risks

factors are apparent and mainly related to exogenous Factors.

2022 key economic indicators 
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INVESTMENT

Figure 4: Commercial investment per year

The Greek commercial real estate investment volume reached a

record high of € 1.65 bln in 2022, representing a 40% increase y-o-

y, led by the hotel investments at €700 mln and offices at €410 mln.

Retail investments attracted €344 mln recording a 200% y-o-y

growth, followed by logistics & industrial sectors with €125 mln

investments, while approximately the same amount was invested in

land acquisitions.

Domestic REITs continue to be the leaders in deploying capital in

the commercial property market, with overseas capital, at lower

levels than anticipated, given the global economic headwinds. The

market is characterized by a strong domestic private and

institutional investor base, high liquidity, attractive yields compared

to other markets, and prices still below their level at the end of

2008.

There is a widespread interest for prime assets in all asset classes

while the high proportion of old stock and poor building

maintenance in combination with reduced supply of land, drives

increased repurposing activity of distressed assets.

Offices are expected to attract the largest amount of capital in 2023

with hospitality experiencing solid investment leveraged by tourism

recovery. Retail is also rebounding with increased interest by

investors for supermarkets and retail parks with long leases. The

major spotlight is on the logistics sector and the limited good quality

stock on offer is driving forward purchases and land acquisition.

Alignment with ESG criteria distinguishes prime assets and

environmental certification is now target for investors. Growing

corporate sustainability, forms a part of investors analysis and

broader range of criteria are incorporated.

Figure 3: Investment by asset class 

Source: Bank of Greece processed by Cushman & Wakefield Proprius

Into their assessments. Investors aim to certify their properties

according to LEED, BREEAM, WELL as well as other

internationally recognized grading and benchmarking systems in

sustaining asset values and demand. Investor’s strategy is also

seen targeting the strong sustainability and social returns that can

be achieved through repurposing architecturally interesting but

outdated buildings and upgrading their environmental footprints.

Major private development projects are expected to reshape

markets. Interest is focused on the progress of the major

development projects, including Hellinikon, which are expected to

influence and redefine the office and retail markets.

Intense competition among real estate investment companies leads

to a search for alternative categories, able to ensure higher returns

such as serviced apartments student housing, senior housing, co-

living, education, wineries etc. A growing student demographic,

aging population, and evolving lifestyles are driving demand for

these assets and emphasizing their limited supply. Greece is also

strengthening its position as a data transfer hub, hosting the largest

number of investments in data centers that store data and

information trafficked through the internet.

Inflated construction costs, skilled labor shortages, and construction

wage growth are to be monitored closely during 2023. Developers

might be required to explore alternative cost-cutting routes with a

further focus on cost control and risk assessment and process

improvements. While the market has undoubtedly become more

challenging there is no shift reported on yield levels and capital

values.
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Given the ongoing market trends, we expect domestic 

investors to remain the main property market driver in 2023.
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OFFICE

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Proprius Research

Figure 6: Commercial investment volume 

Figure 5: Office rents and yieldsThe improved sentiment and new large-scale completions led the

Athens office market to register a y-o-y, growth of 25% with office

take-up in 2022 of around 110,000 sqm. This trend is expected to

continue in 2023, with the bet on the percentage of occupiers willing

to agree to a pre-let agreement and a longer locked lease period. A

widening of the gap between top-tier and lower-tier assets in the

office sector is also anticipated. With respect to sectors, State

authorities, services and ITT firms played the leading roles in terms

of the demand for office space representing some 65% of the total

transacted. The upcoming rental reviews in this inflationary

environment are expected to increase pressure on occupiers that

are not protected by governmental 3% cap on rent increases and

consequently accelerate the trend of scaling down in the search for

cost savings. The benchmark prime rent has remained stable over

the past year, standing at € 25/sq m/month.

The need to improve office environment quality and flexible working

arrangements has resulted in many office tenants across Athens

reassessing their space needs. Sustainability criteria continue to

attract attention and landlords are investing in their buildings.

Occupiers are increasingly focusing on Grade A offices preferably

with Green certifications, located in business hubs with the aim to

encourage a return to working in the office more regularly. This

trend is also evident in the high occupancy rates of the buildings

completed recently. 2022 was a strong year also for flexible offices

and co-working spaces based in increased demand by new

customer types entering this market.

Athens northeast was the most appealing office submarket for

international occupiers followed by CBD.
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Key metrics
The shift of demand towards newer and higher quality projects 

will strengthen the market segmentation 
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OFFICE
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In view of the time required to construct a new building, the

scarcity of quality product will remain a problem over the next

year. After years with a lack of office pipeline, Athens’s office

market will have 359,000 sqm of new office space by the end of

2026 while 120,000 sqm are under construction. The highest

volume of under-development stock is speculative while there are

few pre-let transactions in the market. 74% of new developments

represent new buildings and 26% to redevelopments.

Interest is focused on the progress of the major development

projects, including “Hellinikon”, which are expected to influence

and redefine the office submarkets.

Athens South, close to 1 mln stock, 

peripheral axis, prime rents 17-24€/ sqm 

/month

Attiki Odos, 50k sqm stock, peripheral 

axis, prime rents 12-17€/ sqm /month

CBD & CBD fringe, prime, old stock, 

1.75 mill sqm, prime rents 18-26€ /sqm 

/month

Athens NorthEast, prime peripheral 

location, main axis Kifisias Ave, stock 1.8 

mill sqm  prime rents 18-25€/sqm

The largest planned Project    

in Greece is Hellinikon with     

a total area of 6.2 mill sqm    

set to create a new global 

benchmark for urban 

innovation.
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Port of Piraeus, shipping centre, stock 

280k sqm, prime rents   14-18 €/ sqm 

/month 

Athens North, secondary peripheral 

axis, E75, stock 60k sqm, prime rents 12-

15.5 €/ sqm 

Source: Cushman & Wakefield Proprius Research

Development increasing but availability 

is still insufficient 

https://theellinikon.com.gr/?gclid=CjwKCAiAxP2eBhBiEiwA5puhNZFWecIdaMD4EPbDTn_dc2mdEZl8VfICdbi9Fviyv4N3qhzsSwUP3xoCmFEQAvD_BwE


RETAIL 

Figure 10: Retail volume and turnover change

Figure 9: Prime rents vs GDPDespite the strong inflationary pressures, the satisfactory tourism

performance and unemployment drop, led to the recovery of the

economic climate during 2022 with retail sales rising and household

consumption increasing driven largely by accumulated household

savings during the pandemic.

Although retail is the sector that has been negatively affected more

than any other by the pandemic, the prime high street and shopping

centres as seen in figure 9, are only 5% lower than the 10 year

recession. Prime high street rents are maintained at high levels

despite the GDP decline during the decade of recession, which is

mainly related to the difficulty of finding spaces in the central markets

and the almost minimal availability of stores. Contrary, the rents in

less central points or secondary markets where they are directly

affected by the economic climate and consumer expectations are

contracting.

Retail is undergoing a transformation as it adapts to major structural

changes in consumer behavior, shopping habits and technology.

Shopping is focused even more on experience, with a greater

emphasis on entertainment, leisure & dining. Athleisure, jewelry and

premium retail seeing strong sales performance and there is

increased occupier focus on sustainable occupational costs and

flexibility.

The food and grocery sectors are realizing increased revenues being

more protected against consumer cutbacks. The rise of discount

stores retail parks shows also the price sensitivity of consumers in

the current economic landscape.

Online retail is growing across all categories.

TOTAL RETAIL STOCK

1.7mln sqm

SHOPPING CENTRE STOCK

610k sqm

RETAIL PARKS STOCK 

235k sqm

PRIME HIGH STREET RENT

€275/sqm/mnth

Key metrics
Improving customer experience and 

footfall is on the centre of retail
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The largest planned Project    

in Greece is Hellinikon with     

a total area of 6.2 mill sqm    

set to create a new global 

benchmark for urban 

innovation.

Figure 11: rents and yield levels at Key high street retail markets 

RETAIL

Only 15,000 sqm of new retail spaces were delivered last year,

through Piraeus retail park. Over the next four years a total of

250,000 sq.m of GLA is expected to enter the market through a

number of retail parks and through the retail cluster of Hellinikon.

The investment transaction volume for retail assets reach attracted

€327 mln in 2022 recording a 200% y-o-y growth, with the largest

transaction being the acquisition by Lamda Development of the

21,200 sq.m. McArthurGlen designer outlet mall at Spata, east of

Athens, at a gross asset value of €109 mill.

Same trend is estimated to continue in 2023 with retail being on the

preference of most investors.

A number of notable new entrants characterized 2022 among them

the reopening of Carrefour stores in Greece, Polish Pepco, French

Laredoute, JD Sports, Alexander & Jacob and Diane Von

Furstenberg stores, Molton Brown flagship, LPP/ Sinsay and Vakko.

Hard Rock International and GEK TERNA Group announced their

partnership for the construction and operation of an integrated resort

and casino at Hellinikon, which is set to open in 2026. The project

will combine a 5-Star luxury hotel, a world-class gaming floor, a

premier meeting and convention space, a state-of-the-art

entertainment venue, internationally renowned food and beverage, a

luxurious Rock® Spa and Pool Complex, and a high-end retail

promenade.

Rent levels have remained relatively stable over the quarter, with

several markets seeing moderate growth trends.
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LOGISTICS 

Figure 13: Logistics prime rent

Figure 12: Logistics prime yields  The sector is showing significant growth and transformation in

Greece. Within the next few years, the contribution of the logistics

sector to the national GDP is expected to reach 12% while the

sector employs approximately 200 k people. Having benefitted

from trade figures and consumer and business reactions to the

pandemic, the logistics sector is now focusing on the new

technologies and digital transformation.

A series of projects are underway focusing on strengthening

Greece’s role in the global supply chain. Occupier demand for

logistics continues to be particularly strong triggering very high

rates of absorption of quality space, especially in Attica.

The majority of transactions refer to built to suit given the inability

of the existing supply to serve the demand which is focused on

modern and large scale space.

Lack of immediately available stock puts a sharper focus on land

for new speculative or prelet developments. The demand is mainly

focused in Western Attica, where the supply of existing stock is

very limited and average yield ranges from 6.8% to 7%.

A series of projects are underway focusing on strengthening

Greece’s role in the global supply chain.

A number of multinational firms have invested heavily in building

huge data centers in Greece over the past two years. Tech giants

like Microsoft, Google and Amazon are establishing regional hubs

in Greece while major multinationals like Japan’s NTT Data and

pharmaceutical company Pfizer see Greece as a center for

innovation.

STOCK IN ATTICA 

2.6mln sqm

STOCK IN THRIASIO

2.0mln sqm

ANNUAL TAKE UP

250K sqm

PRIME YIELDS

7.0%

Key metrics
Significant growth is recorded in 

the logistics market in Greece
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The largest planned Project    

in Greece is Hellinikon with     

a total area of 6.2 mill sqm    

set to create a new global 

benchmark for urban 

innovation.

Figure 14: rents and yield levels at Key high street retail markets 

LOGISTICS

1 Aspropyrgos, Mandra, Elefsina, Magoula

2 Koropi, Markopoulo, Spata, Peania

3 Oinofyta, Shimatari, Avlona

4 Kryoneri, Agios Stefanos, Metamorfosis, Kifisia

5 Piraeus, Drapetsona, Perama, Rentis

Thriasio in Western Attica attracts more than 60% of new leases followed by

Thessaloniki, Mesoghia and Oinofyta. There is a growing interest of city logistics, in

areas closer to the center of Athens such as Votanikos, Aigaleo, Elaionas etc. The

Greek logistics market is expected to experience continued occupational demand,

with third-party logistics distributors leading take-up, as organisations seek more

flexibility in their supply chains.

Vacancy rates will remain critically low, as build-to-suit development is expected to

continue. Industrial and logistics assets will remain attractive to investors with rental

growth expected.

Greek ports present significant prospects for their transformation into international

logistics hubs (gateway ports).
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HOSPITALITY

Source: Insete & BoG, processed by Cushman & Wakefield Proprius Research

5* Hotel Rooms in Greece

98 k. 

4* hotels Rooms in Greece 

126k. 

5* hotels Rooms in Attica 

7.5 k.

4* hotels Rooms in Attica 

10.2 k. 

Key metrics
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Rebound to pre-COVID performance (2019)

And a strong outlook ahead

The sector proved itself as the most agile and resilient in the Greek

economy, returning to new record immediately after the pandemic

crisis, and weathering geopolitical tensions and a continuing energy

crisis.

In 11 months of 2022, tourism revenue is only 2% shy of its 2019

number, with arrivals falling behind by a mere 10% mainly to road

travelers due to specific border issues. Russian-Ukraine conflict did

not affect the industry, making up a small percentage of the traffic,

easily replaced by other origins. All peripheral airports surpassed the

2019 traffic, confirming Greece as one of the most popular summer

destinations in Europe. Thessaloniki was the only airport that came

lower than its 2019 performance.

Hotel investments and openings continued even during the

pandemic and transactions in hotels reached record levels during

2022. Top quality institutional investors position themselves in the

industry, along with more adventurous value add investors and

developers. Resort hotels appear especially attractive to all kinds of

investors. Old stock creates a competition among investors to

acquire and upgrade the premises competing in quality offering,

modern design, room sizes and ratings.

Challenges facing all industries are also present in hotels, like

increased energy costs and personnel shortages, however the

industry has regained its pricing power, as evidenced by increased

ADRs and spending per capita. Scheduled flights for 2023 provide

increased capacity and the rate of pre-selling is significantly higher

than last year, laying ground for yet another all time record year in

Greek tourism. It is yet to be seen how much of this upside will go to

the bottom line of the hotels given the increased costs.

Figure 15: Inbound tourism 2010- 2022 (YTD November)
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Figure 16: Key Airports International Arrivals ’22 vs‘19



The largest planned Project    

in Greece is Hellinikon with     

a total area of 6.2 mill sqm    

set to create a new global 

benchmark for urban 

innovation.

Figure 19: Athens peripheral hotels key metrics 8 years

HOSPITALITY

2022 saw a strong increase in ADRs across the board, both in city hotels and resorts.

Occupancies strengthened in resorts above 2019 levels. City hotels suffered during the first

quarter of the year until the last restrictions of COVID were lifted. As a result, city hotels lag

behind their pre-COVID performance for 2022. Isolating the first quarter, the rest of the

year falls behind by 2% as reported for selected samples we consistently observe via STR.

Throughout the years, Fringe Athens city hotels have showed remarkable and resilient

performance with occupancies steadily above 70% (excluding COVID years and Q1 2022).

Recent additions closer to Syntagma Square are fairing even better, with quick maturities

and higher RevPARs.

The presales momentum is significantly higher than last year for resorts and the flight

capacity planned for 2023 has increased. City hotels is expected to have a normal Q1 2023

in contrast to same quarter last year. The outlook is for another record year in Greek

tourism.
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Figure 17: Metrics for Athens 

peripheral 4*-5* hotels

Figure 18: Metrics for Syntagma 

area 5* hotels
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Sample does not include Grande Bretagne, Plaza and King George directly on Syntagma Square

Source: STR reports for a CWP selected sample processed by Cushman & Wakefield Proprius Research

COVID years 2020 and 2021 not reported
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